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POWER, PROTECTION,  
STYLE, & PURPOSE
The acclaimed, durable, ultra-thin cases house a  

rechargeable battery that greatly extends the time to 

rock, talk, surf and send. It’s strong enough to guard a 

smartphone from every-day wear and tear, yet sleek 

enough to slip in-and-out of a pocket. A built-in standby 

switch allows users to choose when they want to use 

the juice pack battery, or save some power for when 

they really need it.

Space Pack Rechargeable External Battery iPhone Case with Built-in Memory
World’s first battery case with built-in storage for iPhone 5/5s. Black.

Description	 DSC#	 Vendor#	 Min	 SRP	 Cost
16GB Memory 63893 2615_SP-IP5-16GB-BLK 1 $149.95  $100.59 
32GB Memory 63894 2617_SP-IP5-32GB-BLK 1 $179.95  $120.71 
64GB Memory 63895 2830_SP-IP5-64GB-BLK 1 $249.95  $168.27 

Juice Pack Plus Rechargeable External Battery iPhone Case
2100mAh battery case with added power and protection made for iPhone 5/5s. 
Equipped with up to 120% extra battery to make it through the longest flights 
or busiest weekends.            

Color	 DSC#	 Vendor#
Red 63870 2112_JPP-IP5-RED
Black 63872 2110_JPP-IP5-BLK

Min	1			|			SRP	$119.95			|			Cost	$58.51

Juice Pack Air Rechargeable External Battery iPhone Case 
Powerful 1700mAh protective battery case made for iPhone 5/5s. Get up to 100% 
extra battery with the flip of a switch and stay fully charged through the late nights.

Color	 DSC#	 Vendor#
Gold 63857 2108_JPA-IP5-GLD
Black 63860 2105_JPA-IP5-BLK
White 63861 2106_JPA-IP5-WHT
Red 63862 2107_JPA-IP5-RED

Min	1			|			SRP	$99.95			|			Cost	$48.76

Juice Pack Helium Rechargeable External Battery iPhone Case
Ultra-thin, 1500mAh protective battery case provides the iPhone 5/5s with up 
to 80% extra battery life. It’s so thin, no one would believe there’s a battery inside.

Color	 DSC#	 Vendor#
Purple 63863 2468_JPH-IP5-PRP
Blue 63865 2467_JPH-IP5-BLU
Pink 63866 2469_JPH-IP5-PNK
Silver 63867 2251_JPH-IP5-SLV
Metallic Black 63868 2250_JPH-IP5-MBLK
Red 63869 2252_JPH-IP5-RED

Min	1			|			SRP	$79.95			|			Cost	$43.88

https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listNVPGFebMophieD20150211
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listNVPGFebMophieC20150211
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listNVPGFebMophieA20150211
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listNVPGFebMophieB20150211
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Why do people need GadgetTrak for their laptops? 
10% of all laptops purchased in the US will be stolen within the first year  
of ownership. Source: FBI

Only 3% will be recovered!   Source: FBI 
2 million laptops are lost or stolen in the US annually. Source: Ponemon 
600,000 laptops are lost or stolen in US airports annually. Source: Ponemon 

Corporate America Pays a Hefty Price for Lost and Stolen Laptops 
$49,246 = Average value of a lost or stolen corporate laptop. 80% is the data 
breach cost. Source: Intel

$5.4 million = Average cost of a data breach. Source: Intel

Locate & Find
Wi-Fi Positioning — Using Wi-Fi positioning technology to pinpoint a laptop’s 
location, usually within a few meters!
Webcam Support — Snap a photo of the thief to collect crucial evidence that the 
police can use to get the laptop back.

Recovery Assistance & Reporting
Integrated Police Reports — File a police report online with over 150 police  
departments across the United States.
Documented Recoveries — With our high recovery rates, we have a history  
working with and assisting law enforcement.

Secure
Tamper Proof — Once tracking is activated, the software settings cannot be  
modified unless deactivated.

Does GadgetTrak Really Work?
Absolutely! Our recovery rate is over 90%. Check out the recovery stories at  
http://www.gadgettrak.com/recoveries/

Privacy Safe
Only the user can access location reports and the web camera. 

GadgetTrak Laptop Security – Get Your Gadget Back!™

Think about the things on laptops right now: Countless photos, financial records, software, music, videos, etc. 
The hefty price tag on a laptop is probably dwarfed by the value of the information on it. 

GadgetTrak dramatically increases the likelihood of finding a laptop, by 
pinpointing its location, and even sending a picture of the person using it. 

GadgetTrak is also available  
for Android devices!

https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/volume-licensing/
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Finding Stuff Was Never So Easy
Want to share & track stuff with friends? 
Locate bags or keys in an instant?
Never lose anything with the FIND app!

Want to track kids in a crowded environment? Want to ensure your 
pets do not go far away? FIND your keys easily early in the morning? 
Can’t remember where you kept your handbag? Track if your bags 
made it to your flight? Or find your luggage easily on the luggage 
belt after a flight? Avoid forgetting your phone in a restaurant?  
The FIND by SenseGiz can solve all your problems!

The FIND by SenseGiz is an affordable track and find Bluetooth® 
tag which can be used to prevent losing or misplacing objects like 
keys, bags, pets, laptops, phones, etc.

Color DSC# Vendor#
Blue 66383 10001
Red 66384 10002
White 66385 10004
Black 66386 10007

Min 1  |  SRP $29.99

https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=SenseGiz&q=SenseGiz
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RECOIL AUTOMATIC CORD WINDERS
Eliminate the frustration of tangled cords and cord clutter 
with Recoil Automatic Cord Winders, a retractable cord 
organizer designed to automatically wind and store cords 
keeping them tangle free and ready for use.
Recoil Winders end the age-old problem of tangled, lost and unidentifiable 
cords and cables once and for all. Our cord organizer can finally solve cord 
clutter in the home, office, car, purse, and luggage. Our Recoil Winders make it 
easy to find, store and organize all of the cords in your life. No more tangled 
headphones & earbuds, phone chargers, USB cords or camera chargers. 
No more searching for the right charging cord or forgetting which cord belongs 
to which device. And no more tangled messes. Our easy-to-use cord  
management tool makes earbuds or any other cord retractable. Tangled cords 
are a problem. The Recoil Winder has solved that problem. Not any cord winder 
will do. Recoil Winders are the premier, top-rated cord managers available.

Check out www.dstewart.com for all available colors and sizes!

Recoil Automatic Cord Winder  
Combo Pack
2 Medium White, 1 Large White, & 1 Rack
DSC# 66403   |   Vendor# RC02B-MMLWB 
Min 1   |   SRP $27.99

1 Small White, 1 Medium White, 1 Large 
White, & 1 Rack
DSC# 66402   |   Vendor# RC02B-SMLWB 
Min 1   |   SRP $27.99

Recoil Automatic Cord Winder  
Hexagon Display
Display includes: (12) Small White,  
(12) Medium White, and (12) Large White. 
DSC# 66404   |   Vendor# RCHEX 
Min 1   |   SRP $359.64

Recoil Automatic Cord Winder  
Hexagon Display with Backfill
Display includes: (36) Small White,  
(36) Medium White, and (36) Large White.
DSC# 66405   |   Vendor# RCHEX36 
Min 1   |   SRP $1,078.92  

Recoil Winders Tower Dispenser
Display includes: (11) White Recoil Winders. 
Medium  
DSC# 66406   |   Vendor# RCMHTD 
Min 1   |   SRP $109.89  
Large 
DSC# 66407   |   Vendor# RCLHTD 
Min 1   |   SRP $109.89   

Individual Recoil Winders available in 5 colors.
SRP $9.99

https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Recoil%20Winder&q=Recoil%20Winder
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Make Life Run A Little More Smoothly
Specialty Composition Books, and 3-Ring Binders From Tops
TOPS Products offers a huge variety of office products and organization  
solutions, supplying inventive products designed for convenience.

Composition Book
Sheets are center sewn for a permanent record. Precision ruling printed in blue and red 
ink. Rigid front and back covers in assorted marble design colors. Wide ruled. White 
sheets. 100 sheets per book. Assorted colors. 9.75x7.5in. Wide ruled.
DSC# 65697   |   Vendor# TOP-63794   |   Min 12   |   SRP $2.69  

Wirebound Notebook
Coil-lock wires prevent snagging. Assorted color covers help to separate subjects. Letr-Trim 
perforation for clean and easy sheet removal. 1-subject, 3-hole punched. Wide ruled. 
Assorted colors include: Black, Blue, Green, and Red. 80 sheets per book. College ruled.
DSC# 65743   |   Vendor# TOP-65153   |   Min 24   |   SRP $7.96  

Cardinal Performer Non-Locking Round Ring Binder
Back-mounted round metal rings with dual opening and closing triggers provide a clean, 
professional spine. Features durable XtraLife Hinge and horizontal pocket inside front and 
back covers. Cover board made with 100% recycled fiber with at least 98% post-consumer 
fiber. Assorted colors include: Black, Blue, Green, and Red. Assorted colors. 1in.
DSC# 65715   |   Vendor# CRD-72719   |   Min 12   |   SRP $4.67  

Cardinal EconomyValue Non-Locking Round Ring  
Reference Binder
XtraLife cover resists tearing along seams. PVC-free cover material will not stick to 
cover inserts or materials stored inside. Non-locking round rings with triggers. Pockets 
inside front and back covers. Cover board made with 100% recycled fiber with at least 
98% post-consumer fiber. Black. 1in.
DSC# 65765   |   Vendor# CRD-90310   |   Min 12   |   SRP $4.53  

Cardinal EconomyValue Non-Locking Round Ring View Binder
Clear overlay for custom covers. PVC-free cover material will not stick to cover inserts 
or materials stored inside. Dual opening and closing round ring with triggers. Horizontal 
pocket inside front and back covers. XtraLife cover resists tearing along seam. Cover 
board made with 100% recycled fiber with at least 98% post-consumer fiber. Black. 1in.
DSC# 65756   |   Vendor# CRD-90023   |   Min 12   |   SRP $7.16  

https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Tops&q=Tops
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Bostitch 3-Hole Ring Binder Paper Punch
This efficient, compact 3-hole punch  
is great for travel or for storing  
in 3-ring binders. The  
precision steel punch heads 
slice through up to 5 sheets, 
while the integrated ruler  
ensures accuracy every time.  
Assorted translucent colors include: 
Blue, Green, Pink, and Purple. 

DSC# 65665  |  Vendor# RBHP-4C  |  Min 12
SRP $5.09  |  Cost $2.92

Bostitch Twist-n-Sharp 
Pencil Sharpener
The Twist-n-Sharp is equipped 
with a special ratchet mechanism 
that makes manual sharpening 
 quick and effortless for all 
ages—plus, its compact size 
makes it perfect for any school or travel bag. Its Tip 
Saver Technology prevents oversharpening, while an 
adjustable knob allows users to sharpen pencils to 
a pointed tip or blunt tip. The built-in shavings tray 
captures pencil shavings. Assorted colors include: Blue, 
Orange, and Pink.

DSC# 65673  |  Vendor# PS1-ADJ  |  Min 6
SRP $3.99  |  Cost $1.88

power without sacrificing comfort

Stanley Home & Office Tool Kit 
Conveniently kept in a sleek black zipper case are all the tools needed to 
assist with small maintenance jobs. This essential set includes a 7oz claw 
hammer, Phillips head screwdriver, standard screwdriver, 6” slip joint pliers, 
long nose mini pliers, 8” torpedo level and a 12 foot rule. Its compact  
design easily fits in a desk drawer making it handy at any time.

DSC# 65675   |   Vendor# 92-680   |   Min 1
SRP $46.19   |   Cost $25.70

Office Products for More Productivity

PaperPro Nano Mini Stapler 
Powerful pocket-sized stapling for up to 12 sheets. Perfect for the home, office, backpack, or purse. For 
added convenience, a keychain or carabineer can be clipped into the back to the stapler. 3 year limited 
warranty. Assorted translucent colors include: Black/Gray, Blue, Green, and Pink.
DSC# 65662   |   Vendor# 1800   |   Min 5 
SRP $7.58   |   Cost $3.62

PaperPro ProPunch™ 1-Hole Punch
Power without sacrificing comfort. Ergonomic, low force handles, with a non-slip grip, fit comfortably 
into the curves of the hands for easier punching. Innovative jam-free technology. Non-slip rubberized 
handles. Clever in-handle, easy-empty waste collection also locks for storage. 3 year limited warranty. 
Assorted translucent colors include: Black/Gray, Blue, Lime Green, Pink, and Purple. 
DSC# 65666   |   Vendor# 2401   |   Min 5
SRP $4.49   |   Cost $2.27

https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/114214/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/114222/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/114224/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/114211/
https://www.dstewart.com/catalog/product/view/id/114215/
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Innovation Follows Tradition
There is a brilliant idea behind every STAEDTLER product. STAEDTLER 
offers intelligent writing, drawing, and creative products for any situation. 
Today’s products benefit from the centuries of experience and significant 
head start in research and development STAEDTLER has at its command. 

School Kit
This 10-piece School Kit includes: (1 each) unique sliding storage case, metal compass 
with universal adapter, metal divider, 6 inch protractor, 6 inch ruler, 30/60 degree 
triangle, 45/90 degree triangle, HB pencil, sharpener, and eraser. Blue/Clear.

DSC# 66500   |   Vendor# 550 60 S3A   |   Min 6   |   SRP $12.50   |   Cost $6.58

Rally Woodcase Pencil
Each pencil is made of 100% wood and its hexagonal shape won’t let it roll off 
surfaces. Individually barcoded. Blue.

DSC# 59727   |   Vendor# 13218HBC12 TH   |   Min 12   |   SRP $3.60   |   Cost $1.89

Mars Plastic Eraser
Superior quality, soft white, vinyl eraser for removing graphite marks from paper, 
vellum, and drafting film. Great for professional drafting, graphic arts, craft, and 
school projects. Always erases cleanly and completely. Durable and long wearing. 
Latex-free. White.

DSC# 59730   |   Vendor# 526 50 BK 02NA   |   Min 6   |   SRP $2.45   |   Cost $1.29

Riptide Automatic Pencil
Sporty style and lightweight barrel for high performance. Sliding sleeve protects 
shirt pockets, backpacks, bags, etc. Rubberized grip design for better gripping 
power and control. Latex-free eraser. Includes 6 bonus eraser refills. 3 pack includes 
assorted barrel colors of: Black, Blue, and Red.

DSC# 59710   |   Vendor# 984 07ABK3 NA   |   Min 6   |   SRP $3.65   |   Cost $1.92

Triplus Fineliner with Easel Case
German-engineered for quality. Porous point pens. 0.3mm superfine, durable metal 
clad tip. Ergonomic triangle shape for fatigue-free writing. Dry safe feature—leave 
cap off for a few days without ink drying out. Acid-free. Cap color indicates ink 
color. Assorted colors include: Black, Blue, Red, Green, Yellow, Magenta, Orange, 
Light Green, Light Blue, and Brown. 10 Pk.

DSC# 59722   |   Vendor# 334 SB10A603   |   Min 10   |   SRP $18.00   |   Cost $9.47

Textsurfer Classic Tank Style Highlighter
Classic set of 4 rainbow colors in desk stand. Large ink reservoir for extra-long 
performance. Fast-drying and inkjet safe. Ultra-soft chisel tip. Twist cap for easy 
opening. Assorted colors include: Green, Orange, Pink, and Yellow. 

DSC# 66499   |   Vendor# 364 SC4   |   Min 10   |   SRP $7.80   |   Cost $4.11

https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listNVPGFebStaedtler20150211
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The Douglas Stewart Company now carries a wide selection of Rayovac 
batteries, flashlights, and accessories.

GET POWERED UP WITH RAYOVAC

1 2 3 4 5
AAA 4 Pk Alkaline Battery
Rayovac Alkaline Batteries are great choices for powering up electronic gadgets. Rayovac batteries are 
long-lasting power sources and are ideal for daily usage. These alkaline batteries can run a wide range of 
devices, from toys and games to flashlights and smoke alarms. These mercury-free alkaline batteries have  
a shelf life of seven years.
DSC#	65786			|			Vendor#	824-4F			|			Min	12			|			SRP	$5.98			|			Cost	$3.24	

2-Hour Power External Micro USB Battery
Rayovac’s 2-Hour Power comes with a powerful Rayovac CR123a battery. No cords needed. It’s perfect for 
on-the-go, sudden emergencies, or storm preparedness. Compatible with all micro-USB connected devices. 
DSC#	65796			|			Vendor#	PS72-BT6			|			Min	6			|			SRP	$8.99			|			Cost	$5.61	

USB Car and Wall Charger Combo Power Pack
Includes one Rayovac Wall Charger and one Rayovac Car Charger. The Wall Charger offers a powerful 1 amp 
single universal USB outlet that charges most USB devices and features a fold-out plug for easy storage 
and portability. The Car Charger offers dual universal USB outlets so users can charge two devices at the 
same time. The universal Car Charger has powerful 2 amp output that charges most USB devices.
65800			|			Vendor#	PSUSB-2A			|			Min	6			|			SRP	$17.49			|			Cost	$11.24	

Value Bright Mini LED Flashlight
This super-bright LED mini flashlight features: 18 lumens, 8 hour runtime, and faceted rubber grip. Assorted 
colors include: Blue, Green, Red, or Yellow. Includes: (3) AAA heavy-duty batteries.
DSC#	65806			|			Vendor#	BRS9LED-B			|			Min	6			|			SRP	$8.49			|			Cost	$4.03	

Watch/Electronic Battery
Rayovac Watch/Electronic Batteries provide high performance at a great price, keeping specialty devices 
going strong. For use in devices such as watches, calculators, remote controls and medical devices. Mercury 
free formula. 1.5 Volt.
DSC#	65813			|			Vendor#	303/357/1ZMA			|			Min	6			|			SRP	$2.29			|			Cost	$1.15	

1

2
3

4
5

https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=listNVPGFebRayovac20150211


iChoice products are developed to help everyone monitor their wellness and health. The 
aim is to empower people and get them to know and keep their health and wellness. One’s 
body tells everything about one’s health anywhere, and iChoice products can help collect 
and upload that data to the free iChoice App. Fitness data can be viewed and shared 
anytime through a smartphone or computer.

ClaroRead is a highly effective, multi-sensory software solution for supporting reading and 
writing, and is designed with maximum simplicity and flexibility for all ages and abilities. 
ClaroRead can speak practically any on-screen text out loud, and is perfectly integrated 
with Microsoft Word.

Jaybird headphones are premium Bluetooth® earbuds designed with the athlete in mind. 
Jaybird delivers a level of purity and sound that rivals and challenges even the very best 
headphones. It’s tuned for studio-quality performance and its Puresound™ technology 
eliminates listener fatigue.

Innovation and Convergence
Honestech

Stopmotion Studio™ from Honestech allows students of any age to experience the thrill of 
hands-on learning by creating their own stop-motion animated video by capturing images 
of clay, action figures, still photos, and drawings.

Now students can take their iPhone® photos to amazing new depths with portable 
lenses from Olloclip. These award-winning photo lenses work seamlessly with Facebook, 
Instagram, Flickr, and every other student-loved photo and video app!

The Quizdom virtual response (QVR) solution allows teachers to get the most out of web-
enabled devices including iPad® devices, laptops, and tablets, by providing curriculum and 
assessment tools proven to increase learning outcomes.

Design-driven and colorful, Skech makes iDevice accessories for the trendy and the techie. 
Outfitting iPad, iPad Air® and iPad Mini™, Skech covers are available in a variety of colors.

– 2014 Fall RecapNew Vendors
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HiTi Digital, Inc., a professional manufacturer and supplier of digital photo products, and 
is well known for its high-quality and innovative technology. Their wireless photo printer, 
Pringo, uses WiFi technology to quickly and safely transfer superior images for instant 
photo prints. HiTi lets users preserve all of life’s memorable moments.

let there be music.

JammyPack offers affordable, portable, durable audio designed to storm the beaches, the 
slopes and anywhere in between. JammyPack’s wearable speakers pack water-resistant and 
stereo-amplified sound into every retro-printed bag, perfect for cruising around campus.

Spectrum Industries specializes in manufacturing laptop, tablet, and Chromebook storage 
carts for the classroom. Spectrum is laser focused on supporting the mobile devices that 
are flooding the education space. Connect your customers with Spectrum Carts today to 
provide them with sturdy, durable mobile device management at a competitive price point!

– 2014 Summer RecapNew Vendors
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GoFit offers a wide range of home fitness products designed for the individual. Whether 
your customers’ fitness preferences are core training, weight resistance, sports performance 
or yoga, GoFit has products to fit every skill level, interest, and need.

Offering a wide variety of accessories, tools, and devices made for visibility and to 
enhance workouts and recreational activities alike. Every product that’s offered is designed 
with creative innovation for superior functionality, manufactured with top-of-the line materials 
for optimum durability, and here to make your life easier, safer, and a little more fun.

A leader in GPS technology, TomTom now offers fantastic wearable tech items and 
accessories for a multitude of sports. Using a TomTom GPS Sport Watch is the easiest way 
to improve your running, cycling or swimming.

What athletes demand, Mueller engineers create. Mueller helps elite athletes and weekend 
warriors stay in the game, and take their games to the next level. Mueller helps athletes 
prevent injuries, recover from them, defend against new ones and enhance performance. 
They’ve pioneered sports medicine, and represent its cutting edge today, with literally 
dozens of inventions and industry firsts. 

Besides offering over 50 flavors of Jelly Beans, Jelly Belly also has an enormous lineup of 
gourmet treats and snacks ranging from Jelly Beans to gummy candies and Sports Beans.

Network Sentry from Bradford Networks is the first network security offering that can 
automatically identify and profile all devices and all users on a network, providing complete 
visibility and control. Unlike vendor-specific network security products, Network Sentry 
provides a view across all brands of network equipment and connected devices, eliminating 
the network blind spots that can introduce risk.

When it comes to laptop trolleys for the classroom, LapCabby likes to think a bit differently. 
They’ve been manufacturing innovative school furniture for over 25 years and their range 
of laptop trolleys offer all you need in terms of storage, safety, charging, and simplicity with 
competitive prices.

– 2014 Spring RecapNew Vendors
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Product Guide

2402 Advance Road
Madison, WI 53718 VendorNew

*Requires an Internet connection.

Stop by  
Camex booth# 3228  
and visit The Douglas  
Stewart Company: 

your  
Back-To-School 
SuperSquad!

Over 70 vendors will be represented 
with Reps on hand from:

Georgia World Congress Center 
Atlanta, GA

February 22-24, 2015
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